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By popular request, pattern artist Angie Grace brings you a close-up look at 50 of the delightfully

detailed design motifs featured in Doodles (Angie's Patterns Volume 7.) In this special edition

companion book you'll find twists, turns and tantalizing twirls, all presented in Angie's unique and

whimsical pattern art style.  Artwork is printed on one side of the page only and has been drawn with

crayon and wide tipped marker artists of all ages in mind. Looking for something more challenging?

Personalize your coloring art even further using your favorite marker shading or tangle-style ink

pattern techniques!
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This is the 2nd book I've purchased from this author. Angie Grace has a beautiful and classy look to

her artwork, and this book simply magnifies it! Instead of repetitions or "tiles" making up a pattern,

the author has drawn one big "tile" or pattern, which is the perfect size for various markers, crayons,

oil/wax pastels, etc. I colored one page with Fine tip Sharpies (not ultra-fine, which are my first

choice for coloring, due to ability to control where the ink goes) and some Sharpie brush-tip

markers. Excellent results. I'll post a pic if I still can do that here on . Also, Angie Grace has a note

on some of her newer coloring book product pages that if you're looking for a "special edition" of her

other coloring books in this larger format, you should check out her website ('s product pages list the

author's site). I really enjoyed being able to color in a "looser" yet still precise style. Very relaxing,

and it's a quick "fix" rather than a "marathon" of coloring. I'll be buying more of Angie Grace's books



- both regular and crayon/large tip marker size soon!

I have bad vision (20/200in right, can see movement in left, and what I can see is skewed a little)

but wanted to color to help relieve stress. I stumbled upon these Angie Grace books. And the ones

for Crayons and Wide Tipped Markers are wonderful! They are forgiving when I make a goof going

over the line a little. They are large enough spaces that I don't need to use a magnifying glass. And

the designs are symmetrical, meaning each section that is a repeat of another section on the page

is identical. Love these!

I have two other Angie grace books and I love them. I got this on a whim because I was looking for

a coloring book that I really liked the designs and I could color if I only had 15-30 minutes. This was

exactly the thing!

My husband, daughter, and I love to color together for a few minutes, several evenings a week. It's

great bonding time, and very relaxing, especially for right before bed. Only problem? My husband

was getting a little tired of coloring pages featuring kittens with bows and princesses in pouffy

dresses. Enter this book, which I purchased for him as a surprise gift. He first used it last night, and

he LOVES it. It was hard to get him to stop, in fact, since he only got about a quarter of the way

through his creation.The single-sided pages and thick paper are perfect for marker use and will help

the artwork display well on our family art wall (yes, we have one), and the solid lines and larger

open spaces are very forgiving, making them work well for those who prefer crayons. Because the

doodles are so pleasingly symmetrical, he can choose a color scheme and repeat it throughout,

which adds to the meditative feeling. An all-around great gift for an advanced colorer.

Angie grace's coloring books are amazing!! Love all the unique styles! She has books for everything

when it comes to your choice of mediums! The best part is when you order your book  prints it fresh

just for you! So that way her books are never out of stock!! If you don't like the binding you can take

it to staples or office depot and have them put a spiral on it for easier coloring!!

I highly recommend all of Angie Grace's coloring books. Doodles is one of several perfect for

crayons and wide-tipped markers, but she also has "Extreme Stress Menders" books (like

"Balance") for detail-freaks like me. "Extreme" books require colored pencil or fine-tipped pens. All

these books are a perfect way to unwind.



I was really looking forward to receiving this but was disappointed by the poor page quality. I

thought it would have thick, high quality pages since it's meant for markers, but nope. It's sort of like

regular printer paper. I'm not sure why it's so expensive. The artwork/designs are cool, but the

paper is so thin!

finally got a chance to use this. The pictures are nice when you want something not as intricate to

color. Nice medium weight paper. My only complaint is that the pages are not perforated for easy

removal
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